
 pear shape
S T Y L E  G U I D E



TRAITS: 

ASSETS: 

GOALS: 

Your round hips and thick thighs are 

the widest part of your body 

You have a defined waist 

Your shoulders/chest tend to be more 

narrow than your lower body 

Curvy mama!

Your tiny waist

Great arms 

Create an hourglass proportion by 

balancing your top half with your 

bottom half 

Emphasize your waist 

Add volume to your shoulders  

 pear shape



Shakira
International Pop Star



HOW TO  
CREATE AN  
HOURGLASS 
PROPORTION

dressWITH A 

The inlay of this dress

paints the perfect illusion

of an hourglass by nipping

in her waist, smoothing

out her hips & thighs and

drawing attention to her

upper body

The cutouts create the

illusion of a smaller waist

and help to emphasize

Shakira's shoulders

Notice that the cutouts

further nip her waist and

slim down the width of her

hips & thighs  



Bree Warren
Model & Instagram Influencer



The t-shirt tied at her waist

creates a v-shape and

accentuates the narrowest

part of her body

The wide leg pant smoothes

over her thighs, the widest

part of her body. The

vertical stripes soften the

width of her hips & thighs

and elongates her body

The crew neck t-shirt draws

the eye upward towards

Bree's chest & shoulders. The

color white also broadens

her upper body 

pants

HOW TO  
CREATE AN  
HOURGLASS 
PROPORTION
WITH  



Lauren
Blogger 

thePearShape.com



The a-line skirt fits at the 

waist and falls freely over her 

hips & thighs, taking the 

focus off of the widest part 

of her body

The wide belt does a good 

job to accentuate her small 

waist, which further helps 

create an hourglass figure

The boatneck top broadens 

Lauren's shoulders and pulls 

the eye towards her upper 

body

The tea length of the skirt 

elongates the line of her 

body, making her appear 

taller & slimmer

skirt

HOW TO  
CREATE AN  
HOURGLASS 
PROPORTION
WITH  A



WEAR THIS TO  
 

YOUR SHOULDERS:
broaden

slash neck top ruffle cap sleeve topbateau neck top

embellished top structured 
patterned blazer

structured 
shoulder blazer



WEAR THIS TO  
 

YOUR HIPS:
narrow

pleated maxi skirt sheath dress belted a-line coat

slim flare jeans a-line skirt flat front 
wide leg pant



WEAR THIS TO  
 

YOUR BODY:
elongate

one shoulder 
fit & flare dress 

midi or 
tea length dress 

pointy toe heel



BUILD AN 
OUTFIT:
glam



BUILD AN 
OUTFIT:
edgy



BUILD AN 
OUTFIT:
weekend



BUILD AN OUTFIT:

work



special 
occasion 
 

BUILD AN OUTFIT:


